Please check

MECHANICAL SECURITY SYSTEMS
- Safes, registers / cash boxes, safe deposit boxes, strong rooms
- Automatic money changers, dispensers and testers
- Interior equipment - anti-hold-up counters; bullet-proof kiosks and partitions / screens; internal gates; windows and doors of increased burglary resistance
- Exterior equipment - gates, barriers, turnstiles, fencing
- Perimeter protection systems
- Locks, chains, bolts, security grilles / bars, wire mesh, security sealing
- Hardware for doors, windows, hatches; fixtures
- Security glass - bullet-proof, fire-proof, anti-burglary glass
- Mechanical anti-burglary equipment for vehicles
- Other

PUBLIC BUILDINGS RESOLUTIONS AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS, CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE, INDUSTRIAL ZONES
- Electronic systems for doors and gates, identification systems, encoded card systems, videophones and entry phones
- Personal and baggage checking systems
- Facility management and access control
- Electronic security and alarm systems
- Biometric systems
- Facial recognition
- Fingerprint technology
- Iris recognition
- Voice/ speech recognition
- Acoustic and visual signaling devices
- Explosion-proof products for potentially explosive atmosphere
- Public and industrial buildings luminaries
- Communications equipment
- Emergency lights and central emergency systems

ANTI-INTRUDER, ANTI-BURGLARY AND ANTI-THEFT SECURITY ALARM SYSTEMS
- Anti-attack, anti-intruder and anti-theft protection systems
- Radio transmitting alarm systems
- Building, site, rooms and filing room protection systems
- Alarm systems for vehicles
- Police and emergency call systems
- Alarm call systems, software
- Motion detectors
- Mirror, infrared, ultrasonic, microwave and x-ray systems
- Laser barriers
- Radar systems

VISUAL SURVEILLANCE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION SYSTEMS
- CCTV - components and turnkey solutions
- ITV - industrial TV
- IP cameras, IP video servers
- Picture transmission systems
- Detection video systems
- Digital picture recording systems, multiplexers
- Digital management systems
- Thermal imaging, infra red cameras

FIRE PROTECTION
- Fire, flame, smoke and heat detectors
- Break glass detection
- Fire protection systems and devices
- Fire alarm systems
- Audible warning systems

PROTECTION SYSTEMS - DATA PROTECTION
- Software for data access control
- Communication protection
- Data encoding
- Networks and hardware protection
- Safety for data carriers transport
- Protection systems against data interception

SINGLE ELEMENTS FOR ELECTRONIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS
- Switches and contacts
- Measuring and control devices
- Time and attendance registration components, clocks
- Cards, apparatus and card readers
- Seismic sensors
- Metal and explosives detectors
- Batteries, battery testers, power suppliers
- Cables
- Fibre-optics

TRANSPORT SECURITY, SPECIAL VEHICLES
- Cash and valuables carrying cases
- Vehicles for transport of cash and valuables
- Armoured vehicles
- Vehicle location detection systems
- Safety Signs
- Home automation for the elderly and disabled

PERSONAL PROTECTION
- Respiratory Protection
- Hearing protection
- Head Protection
- Protective goggles and shields
- Work and safety shoes and boots
- Protective work gloves
- Height protection equipment
- Workwear and specialised protective clothing
- Disposable Protective products
- Canvases, accessories and others

SELF-DEFENCE EQUIPMENT
- Cold steel
- Gas weapon
- Fire arms

CRIME DETECTION AND FIGHTING SYSTEMS
- Marks / trace registration and preservation
- Visual systems, identifying cameras, spectrograph
- Lab equipment for chemical, biological, physical and geological test / analysis
- Lie detectors

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS / BUILDING MANAGEMENT
- Building energy management
- Building management systems - intelligent systems
- Control panels - integrated systems
- Monitoring station equipment

GUARDING AND SURVEILLANCE SERVICES
- Guarding agencies
- Industrial safety services / guarding
- Investigation / detective services

COMMUNICATION AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - EQUIPMENT FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

ORGANISATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, TRAINING

BANKS, INSURANCES

PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

CONTRACTINGS - INSTALLATION, DOCUMENTATION, MAINTENANCE AND SERV